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THE 13 IKARIM

ocnrv ka vbunt hreg dh
(7) THE FOURTH IKAR - CREATION EX NIHILO
vhju kjr ,arsn rbnx

A] The Accurate Wording of the 4th Ikar

vzk ,uhtrvu /uhkt xjhc iunse h,kc tuv u,kuz tmnb kfu 'ykjvc iunsev tuv rtu,nv sjtv vza 'tuvu :,unsev
ka kusd r,uhv suxhv hf gsu /oseº hv´«k#
tÆv%b«gn& (zf:dk ohrcs) rntn uhkg vruna tuv hghcrv suxhv vzu /vcrv ohcu,fc
kg u,unse ihbg chcx ccux hbtr,a vzu /rundv rsgvv rjt utrcu wv uthmnv 'asujn okugv ,uhv tuv ubhcr van ,ru,
wvrunwc h,rrcu h,rthca unf 'ykjun - vkg,h u,uthmn kg ,punv tvha hsf tuv 'ohpuxukhpv ,gs

1.

1

ihrscbx vban 'ekj pk vnsev - ocnr

[The fourth principle] is that He is beyond time. This means that the One G-d we have described [in Ikarim 2 & 3] is
absolutely Eternal [First] and that everything that exists apart from Him cannot be eternal in comparison to Him. Proof
for this can be brought from many verses. This Fourth Principle is what is expressed by the verse “A support/shelter is
the Eternal G-d” (Devarim 33:27). Know that the most fundamental principle of the Torah of Moshe our Teacher is that the
world was created and formed new. God brought it into existence from a state of absolute nothingness. The reason that
you will see that I have discussed at length the issue of ‘the Eternity of the World’ [kadmut haolam], which is the view of
the philosophers, is to demonstrate conclusively that G-d exists, as I have explained and clarified in the Moreh Nevuchim

The critical points of this ikar are:• That G-d has always and will always exist. In this sense he is not ‘Eternal’ ie existing for all time, past and future, but
is BEYOND time, which He created
• That the material universe did NOT always exist but was brought into being by G-d ex nihilo
Note that this wording of the 4th Ikar follows original manuscripts of the Rambam found and studied by the renowned
rabbi and Maimonidean scholar, Rav Yosef Kapach2. It is not the wording of the ‘standard’ edition3 to be found in the
back of the regular Vilna Shas edition of gemara Sanhedrin. This version differs in two important respects: (i) it makes
explicit reference to creation ex nihilo; and (ii) it cross refers to the Moreh Nevuchim (written much later in the
Rambam’s life) and the assumption there that in fact the world IS eternal and was NOT created ex nihilo. Resolving this
contradiction is an important part of understanding this Ikar.
Even according to the other version which does not mentioned creation ex nihilo, many scholars have sought to read this
into the text there. Alternatively some scholars have sought to interpret iunse as an ontological precedence - G-d drives
the world constantly as a First Cause - rather than as a chronological precedence. This is also not so clear-cut as this
concept appears to have been fully covered by the First Ikar. Nevertheless, the version of the Ikarim that we have quoted
is thought to be the most accurate and thus we see creation ex nihilo clearly as one of the Ikarim

uwba, vbank owcnrv ,unsev - ,kha ejmh cr oudr, 1.
2. b. 1917 (Yemen) d. 2000 (Israel) - see http://www.ou.org/publications/ja/5761winter/KAFACHPR.PDF for an obituary
vrun vzv hghcrv suxhvu /vcrv asuev hc,fc vz kg ,uhtrvu /uhkt ufrgc iunse h,kc u,kuz tmnb kfu 'ykjvc iunse tuv runtv sjtv vz hf ihntba tuvu :,unsev 3.
oseº hv´«k#
tÆv%b«gn& rntba vn uhkg
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B] 3 Mediaeval World Views on Creation

(i) The traditional Jewish approach - creation ex nihilo
That G-d created the world from total nothingness

(ii) Aristotle - eternity of the world without creation
That the physical matter in the universe today had always existed in essence but simply changes form as time moves
on. Thus the physical universe is eternal and was not ‘created’ at all

(iii) Plato - creation using eternal matter
That G-d will not do the impossible and create something from nothing. Rather, He created the world from material
which had always existed, albeit in a transient form

In the Moreh Nevuchim the Rambam clearly rejects the view of Aristotle and expounds the traditional view of creation ex
nihilo as the correct position (see 2:13). However, he also clearly states (2:25-26) that the Platonic position has support
in some Torah and Rabbinic sources and is not antithetical to Jewish thinking. Other Rabbinic thinkers of the time (such
as the Ibn Ezra and the Ralbag) also expressed support for the Platonic position but creation ex nihilo is today accepted
as the mainstream Jewish approach

2.

Twenty-five of the propositions which are used in the proof for the existence of God, or in the arguments
demonstrating that God is neither a corporeal nor material being, or that He is One, have been fully established
and their correctness is beyond doubt. Aristotle and the Peripatetics who followed him have proved each of these
propositions. There is, however, one proposition which we do not accept - namely, the proposition which affirms
the Eternity of the Universe, but we will admit it for the present, because by doing so we shall be enabled clearly
to demonstrate our own theory.
Guide to the Perplexed - Introduction to Part 2

3.

We have thus shown that whether we believe in Creation ex Nihilo, or in the Eternity of the Universe, we can
prove the existence of God by demonstrative arguments.
Guide to the Perplexed 2:2

4.

We do not reject the [theory of] the Eternity of the Universe just because certain passages in Scripture confirm
[the theory of] Creation; for such passages are not more numerous than those in which God is represented as a
corporeal being; nor is it impossible or difficult to find for them a suitable interpretation. We might have
explained them in the same manner as we did in respect to the Incorporeality of God. We should perhaps have
had an easier task in showing that the Scriptural passages referred to are in harmony with the theory of the
Eternity of the Universe if we accepted the latter, than we had in explaining the anthropomorphisms in the Bible
when we rejected the idea that God is corporeal.
For two reasons, however, we have not done so, and have not accepted the Eternity of the Universe. First, the
Incorporeality of God has been demonstrated by proof: [thus] those passages in the Bible, which in their literal
sense contain statements that can be refuted by proof, can and must be interpreted otherwise. But the Eternity
of the Universe has not been proved. A mere argument in favour of a certain theory is not sufficient reason to
reject the literal meaning of a Biblical text and explaining it figuratively, when the opposite theory can be
supported by an equally good argument.
Guide to the Perplexed 2:25
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C] The ‘Greatest Ikar’
Why is this principle described as the ‘Greatest Ikar’? A few reasons have been suggested.
(i) Revelation -vs- Logic
This is the first and most fundamental ‘proof’ which is based on the ‘Torah of Moshe Rabbeinu’. The Rambam
understands that the first 3 Ikarim can be proved through pure logic and reason (which he does in the Guide). From this
Ikar onwards the Ikarim have their roots in Revelation and not logic.

(ii) Free Will

ofhbpk i,ub hfbt vtr ch,fu 'ohhjv ,t ouhv lhbpk h,,b vtr rntba vumnvu vru,v sung tuvu tuv kusd rehg vz rcsu
ihbgv vz hbpnu 'ohgr ihc ohcuy ihc vaug ostv hbc vagnn ,uagk ostv .upjha kfu ofshc ,uarva rnukf 'ouhv
ruxn kfv tkt vgr ut vcuy ,uagk ivhkg rzud tku ostv hbc vpuf trucv ihta rnukf 'ovk vz occk vhvu i,h hn rntb

5.

ovk
d vfkv v erp vcua, ,ufkv o"cnr

In the Mishne Torah the ‘Great Ikar’ is man’s Free Will. If the Universe were eternal (on Aristotle’s model) and exists
independently of G-d, then G-d does not have total Free Will. If G-d does not have free will then man cannot have full
free will.
This is also a fundamental assumption of the 11th Ikar - reward and punishment. Man must have free will to deserve
reward and punishment. Further, the Rambam’s thesis in Ta’amei Hamitzvot assumes that Man has free will which G-d
would not manipulate. Thus G-d gave certain mitzvot to wean the people off idolatry, rather than simply change their
nature by supernatural intervention.

(iii) Aristotle’s view would undermine the entire Torah

6.

If we were to accept the Eternity of the Universe as taught by Aristotle - that everything in the Universe is the
result of fixed laws, that Nature does not change, and that there is nothing supernatural - then we would
necessarily be in opposition to the foundation of our religion. We would disbelieve all miracles and signs and
certainly reject all hopes and fears derived from Scripture, unless the miracles are also explained figuratively.
The Allegorist school amongst the Muslims have done this, and have thereby arrived at absurd conclusions.
If, however, we accepted the Eternity of the Universe in accordance with the second of the theories which we
have expounded above (2:23), and assumed, like Plato, that the heavens are also transient, we whould not be in
opposition to the fundamental principles of our religion. This theory would not imply the rejection of miracles,
but, on the contrary, would admit them as possible. The Scriptural text might have been explained accordingly,
and many expressions might have been found in the Bible and in other writings that would confirm and support
this theory. But there is no need to do so as long as the theory has not been proved. Since there is no
convincing proof, this theory need not be considered, nor should the other one. We take the text of the Bible
literally and say that it teaches us a truth which we cannot prove. The miracles are evidence for the correctness
of our view.
Accepting the Creation, we find that miracles are possible, that Revelation is possible, and that every difficulty in
this question is removed.
Guide to the Perplexed 2:25

Aristotle’s view on the Eternity of Nature puts the natural world at least to some degree outside the G-d’s control. This
undermines the concept of a truly supernatural miracle. Plato’s model would be less objectionable and we will see if the
Rambam accepts the possibility of subscribing to Plato over Creation Ex Nihilo
In the next shiur we will see that the Rambam’s TRUE intention on the issue of Creation is difficult to clarify. This is a
major theme of the Guide and is the subject of much of the later discussion on the Rambam’s exoteric and esoteric
writings.
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D] Hashkafic and Halachic Applications

iurjt tuvu iuatr tuv una lrc,h trucva 'vnka vbuntc ihntn hbt

7.

s ihntn hbt
I believe with perfect faith that G-d is first and last

ohe«k#t iht hs%
,gk& C, nU
. iIr1jt, h.bt
1 u, iIJtr. h.bt
1 ,It%cm& 3v Ik1t«du& ktr%G.
& h Qkn 3v rn, t% v«F

8.

u:sn uvhgah

That Hashem is ‘First’ and ‘Last’ is expressed in a number of pesukim in Yishaya

9.

He who is the G-d of all eternity bears every fleeting moment of every present time
Commentary of R. Shimshon Refael Hirsch on Devarim 33:27

Rav Hirsch understands Devarim 33:27 (see source 1) as an indicator that G-d exists outside time and ‘supports’ each
moment of existence. This underlines the concept of constant re-creation and G-d’s intervention through miracles

vhva t"v s"uhc u,ch,fc ihufhu 'kfv iust tuva ,ubstc u,thre aurhp ihufh 'oav rhfzhaf /,uknv aurhp ,ufrcc ihufh
//// vhvhu vuvu

10.

v inhx recc ost ,dvbv ,ufkv ohhj jrut lurg ijkua

According to halacha, every time that one says Hashem’s name in a beracha, one should have kavana for the fact that
Hashem Was, Is and Will be. According to the Vilna Gaon, this is only (but especially) applicable when saying Hashem’s
name in the first paragraph of the Shema

tk ahn ah ,thrcn kct ',ca vthrc v,utn teusu ihtn ah ,thrc kg vrun ,cava hpk /,uagk ohvkt trc rat
/// ,cac ,ujnumu ,uykue ,ughyb vnf hf ,ca

11.

d:c ,hatrc reh hkf

The mitzvah of Shabbat is a weekly reaffirmation of the concept of creation ex nihilo. This should be part of our kavana
when we say in kiddush that Shabbat is ‘Zecher Lema’aseh Bereishit’

12.

rut vru, - vka

The Shl’a explains that the fact that G-d rested on the 7th day is to reinforce that creation is not eternal (kadmut haolam)

tr%e.
& b Ina& Qkn h,zt
1 k«f Imp& j c& va1
% gb, ,g&k 'tr%c.
& b rhm&
. h k%f ory c& Q,kn% ra1
 t o%kIg iIs1t
vr%t% p& ,. c& vhv.
& h tUvu& vu«v tUvu& v%hv% tUvu& 'trIb
% QIkn.
& h ISc&
, k k«fv, ,Ikf& f. hr1jt, u&
vr%a& n. v, u& z«gv% Iku& ,h.kf& ,, h.kc& ,hat
. r h.kc& 'vrh% c. j& v&
, k Ik «kha. n& v&
, k h.ba ihtu& sj% t tUvu&

13.

okug iust

The first part of Adon Olam is a hymn with the theme of this ikar

Points for Discussion
1. Do you think that the modern scientific ‘Big Bang’ theory agrees with the Torah approach or the other
philosophical approaches? What does science have to say about what caused the Big Bang?

